ABSTRACT. The billiard ball map in bounded strictly convex domains in R"
Introduction.
It is well known that the billiard ball map for plane billiards in domains bounded by strictly convex smooth curves with everywhere nonzero curvature is smooth up to the boundary (see [1] ). More precisely, if the boundary is of class Ck, k > 2, then the billiard ball map is of class Ck~1 (see [4] ). This property of such billiards is systematically used in the study of their ergodic properties [2, 3, 4] .
In the present paper we obtain an analogous result for n-dimensional domains. It guarantees the applicability of the theory elaborated in [5] (see [6] ) to billiards in strictly convex bounded regions in Rn with boundary of class Ck, k > 3, in particular Pesin's entropy formula [8, 9, 7] holds for such billiards.
Main result.
Assume that Q is a strictly convex bounded domain in R™ with boundary dû of class Ck, k > 2. Denote by nz the unit inward normal to dû at the point z eVi and define the set Z = {iz,e) e dû x S"'1; (e,nz)n > 0} where (•, ■)" is the scalar product in Rn. Then £ is a compact (2n -2)-dimensional manifold of class Ck with boundary d£ of class Ck~l which is defined by the equation {e,nz)n = 0.
Recall now the definition of the billiard ball map B: E -► £ (see [4] ). From the convexity of 12 it follows that for each (z, e) G £\<9£ there exists a unique t > 0 such that the point (1) z*=z + te belongs to dû. For iz,e) G <9£ we assume / = 0 and z* = z. Then define the map B : E -► £, iz, e) -* {z*, e*), where z* was defined above and e* = sz-(e) where szis the symmetry with respect to the hyperplane T2.f90. Obviously B is the identity on <9E. Moreover, it is well known that B is a diffeomorphism of E\r9E which is continuous up to <9E. Further on we prove the following theorem. for all £ G Rn_1. Let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in Rn_1 such that V7 C V and denote U'M = {(x,g(x));x G V"}. From the covering {U'M}Mean of dû we can choose a finite subcovering and further on all considerations will be in one of these neighbourhoods denoted by U' such that U' C U = {(x,g(x));x G V}.
The unit inward normal at the point z = (x, g(x)) G U is given by
For any vector e G 5n_1 such that (z, e) G £ put e = (£, #7) = (£1,..., £"_i, n) G R?_1 x R,, and denote (6) e=(e,nz)n.
Here £ is a nonnegative number vanishing only on d£. From (5) and (6) we obtain
Since we investigate the billiard ball map near <9£, we can assume 0 < e < 1/4.
Then from (7) and (3) From £(2, e) = (0, e) on <9£ where er = 0, the continuity of B up to the boundary and the fact that TP C U it follows that there exists a positive number £0 < 1/4 such that for all z G U', e G Sn~l : 0 < (e,n2)" < £0 we have z* G U. Here 2* is the point determined by (1). Now assume that {z,e) G WL In the local coordinates chosen above (1) can be written as (9) x*=x + tÇ,
g(x*) = g(x) + tri.
In view of (7) last equality becomes
By Taylor's formula we have Since the derivative of the left-hand side with respect to t is j s(d2gix + stOOOds>Jo sC|£|2ds>c(T) /2 = ^ > 0, from the implicit function theorem it follows that t is a function of (2, 0 e) of class Cfc_1, hence by (9) x* is a function of (x, 0 e) of class Ck~1 for 0 < e < £0. In order to express more explicitly the dependence of t and x* on e, replace (12) \l-Y\dg(x*)[*J l + \d9(x*)\*J lQ1(l-s)(d2g(x + at00 0ds hence e* = e + 0(e2) uniformly on (z,e) G W'}. This implies that for £0 small enough we shall have e* < 1/4 for any (z,e) G W',.
Further on, we have e* = e -2£*n2>, hence £* is a function of (x, £,£) of class C*-1. Write the equality of the first n -1 coordinates of e*: () ^ Ç l + l^-)|2 f¿(l-s)(d*g(x + st000dsdg{X)-Last equality shows that O = ^-f-O(e) uniformly on (z,e) G W'. This implies that for £0 small enough we shall have \0\> 3n~1/,2/4, hence iz*,e*) G W3.
Thus we have shown that B is a map of class Ck~l from W' into Wj. Since Wis a sufficiently small neighbourhood of an arbitrary point of 9E, this proves the smoothness of B near the boundary.
